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PLATE SETTLERS

Inclined plate (lamella) settler tank is separator, which is 

used as a sedimentation device for separating solids from 

liquids.

Solid particles that are easily deposited on a large scale are 

separated and collected in the first cone, while the rest 

(relatively slow sediment particles) is separated in a lamella 

packages and collected in the second cone. The sediments 

are thickened on bottom and automatically discharged 

through drainage pipe.

Plate settlers have been developed as a result of efforts to 

approach the theoretical efficacy of sedimentation with 

reasonable retention time of water in the separator, which is 

usually quite long compared to other phases of water 

conditioning.

The settler at certain angle incorporates a system of parallel 

plates (lamellas).The characteristic dimensions (distance 

between plates), is 2 to 5 cm. Between the embedded plates, 

water flows upwards to release a substantial portion of the 

suspended matter for a much shorter time than 

conventional sedimentation tank. It also achieves the 

optimal hydraulic parameters, Reynolds number has a value 

that ensures no further stratified (laminar) flow.

Plate settlers are manufactured according to customer's 

request in capacity of 25 - 100 m3/h per unit, usually in the 

dimensions of the standard transport containers to facilitate 

their transport to the point of installation.

BBD Group is a partner with MetaComm for engineering, 

marketing, sales and distribution of products for water 

treatment.
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Metacomm is 100% privately own company for production of 

welded structures and vessels made of carbon steel, stainless 

steel and aluminum alloys. Metacomm was founded in 2005. in 

order to continue 40 years long experience in production and to 

maintain market position in the energy sector of Energoinvest, 

Sarajevo (most famous factory in ex-Yugoslavia). Metacomm did 

acquire all resources (personnel, equipment, facilities and 

documentation) from Energoinvest’s Factory for Process 

Equipment in Jajce.

The company owns the area of 30.000 m2, 2400 m2 of 

production facilities, warehouses and workshops, and 

mechanical equipment (equipment for cutting, grooving phases 

of welding, circular and angular bending, positioners and 

turners for container assembling, milling machines, drilling 

machines, lathes for the production of flanges and filter plate, 

hydro-test up to 40 bar, annealing and ACP for production of 

cylindrical, welded vessels and equipment under pressure from 

class 1 to class 4 according to EU Directive: PED 97/23/EC. There 

is possibility of heat-treatment of products (annealing), and 

anti-corrosion protection (sand blasting, coating, rubber lining 

etc.).. We are the only company in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

which produces dish heads through process of incremental 

deformation in cold condition for cylindrical vessels in the area 

of a diameter of 800 mm to 4000 mm thickness up to 14 mm for 

steel of limit of elasticity up to 355 MPa.

We have introduced a system of quality management ISO 

9001 and facility certified welders for the execution of welding 

processes according to EN 3834 (by the TÜV / Munich). 

The company employs about 60 workers trained and tested 

for the production of vessels and pressurized equipment 

(engineers in the field of engineering calculations and welded 

construction with certificate from EWE( European welding 

Engineers) and IWE (International Welding Engineers), certified 

welders for welding processes: MIG / MAG, TIG / WIG, UP-EPP, 

REL).

The average processing capacity in the last three years has 

been approx. 1,500 MT hot rolled steel sheets in the quality of 

S235JRG to S355J2G3 in vessels/tanks for water, oil and 

petroleum products, refinery gases, air and other technical 

gases. We have process about 150 MT/year of stainless steel 

and aluminum alloys (AlMg) in equipment for the food industry.

The company has established cooperation with certified 

subcontractors for the services of testing (NDT, UT, RT and 

methods with destruction of material FMT), and services of hard 

rubber lining of equipment for aggressive fluids.

Company vision is to become concurrent regarding quality of 

produced goods, finale treatment, documentations, delivery 

time and expertise of key personnel to the manufacturers from 

countries with traditional in industrial production of pressurized 

process equipment.


